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360° Outdoor Wi-Fi Camera IMOU Cruiser Dual 8MP

IMOU Cruiser Dual 8MP outdoor Wi-Fi camera.
Have confidence that your home is safe and secure. The IMOU Cruiser Dual camera is equipped with 2 lenses - 3MP and 5MP. This allows
it to monitor 2 areas at the same time, while providing excellent image quality - even at night. It also features a swivel design and IP66
water resistance. It also has a built-in microphone, speaker and alarm siren. In addition, it accurately detects people and cars. There is
also a dedicated app that makes it easy to use the device.
 
2 lenses, versatile protection
The camera has as many as 2 lenses,  which means you can use it  to monitor 2 areas at the same time. The Cruiser Dual model also
provides excellent image quality - the resolutions offered are 3MP and 5MP. As a result, the recorded image is clear and saturated with
detail! You also get several night vision modes (Smart, Full-color, Infrared and Off). What's more, the camera's lower lens rotates 355°
horizontally and 90° vertically, and the upper lens rotates 260° and 30° respectively. All this ensures that your home has comprehensive
protection from all sides!
 
Precise motion detection
Be sure that there is no unwanted presence in your home. The Cruiser Dual camera uses the manufacturer's proprietary IMOU SENSE
algorithm to accurately detect people (from up to 22 m away) and vehicles (from up to 44 m away). Thanks to the high accuracy of this
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solution, you don't have to worry about false alarms caused, for example, by flying insects or trees swaying in the wind. Also noteworthy
is  the Smart  Tracking function,  which allows you to  automatically  track  moving objects.  It  is  also  worth  noting that  each camera lens
supports its own algorithm, which translates into even greater precision.
 
Improved design
You  can  mount  the  camera  outdoors  without  any  worries  -  the  Cruiser  Dual  will  perform  well  even  in  harsh  weather  conditions.  The
device features IP66 water and dust resistance, so it won't be intimidated by rain or wind. In addition, the Wi-Fi 6 connectivity standard
provides faster data transmission and greater range.
 
Speaker, microphone, alarm
Staying out of the house? Use the Cruiser Dual to conveniently deliver a message to your child, greet guests or ask the courier to leave a
package  at  your  neighbor's  house!  The  device  is  equipped  with  a  speaker  and  a  microphone  with  echo  cancellation  function,  which
ensures high quality sound. There is also an alarm siren with a volume level of up to 110 dB - the camera can set it off when it detects
the presence of an intruder.
 
Additional features in the app
Get  the  most  out  of  your  camera.  All  you  need  to  do  is  connect  it  to  a  dedicated  app  -  using  it,  for  example,  you  can  designate  a
detection zone and create an operating schedule. Alarm settings are also available. Customize the operation of the device to your needs
and raise the level of security in your home!
 
Included
CameraPower adapterMounting templateWaterproof connectorKitQuick start guide
 
ManufacturerImouModelIPC-S7XP-8M0WED-0360Top  lensMatrix:  1/2.8-inch  progressive  CMOS  sensor;  Resolution:  3MP  (2304x1296);
Night vision: range up to 30m; Field of view: 88° (horizontal), 45° (vertical), 107° (depth);Lower lensMatrix: 1/3-inch progressive CMOS
sensor;  Resolution:  5MP (2880x1620);  Night  vision:  range up to 30 m; Field of  view:  78° (horizontal),  41° (vertical),  94° (depth);Video
codecsH.265  /  H.264Frame  rateUp  to  15FPSDigital  zoom8xMicrophoneYesSpeakerTak2-way  audioTakAlarm  siren  volume110  dBMotion
detectorTakPeople  detectionTakVehicle  detectionTakConnectivityWi-Fi  6  IEEE  802.11  ax/b/g/n,  dual  antenna,  up  to  120  m  in  open
spacePort1x  100  Mbps  Ethernet  portCompatibilityiOS,  AndroidSupported  microSD  cardsUp  to  256  GBPower  supplyDC  12  V  1  APower
consumption<  12  WMaterialPlasticOperating  temperatureFrom  -20°C  to  50°COperating  humidity95%RHDimensions158.72  x  124.98  x
201.9 mmWeight642 gProtection classIP66

Price:

Before: € 87.9942

Now: € 81.00

Smart Home, Others
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